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Introductory Physics for Biological Scientists

Why do elephants have sturdier thigh bones than humans? Why can’t ostriches fly? How

do bacteria swim through fluids?

With each chapter structured around relevant biological case studies and examples,

this engaging, full-color book introduces fundamental physical concepts essential in the

study of biological phenomena. Optics is introduced within the context of butterfly wing

coloration, electricity is explained through the propagation of nerve signals, and accelerated

motion is conveniently illustrated using the example of the jumping armadillo. Other

key physical concepts covered include waves, mechanical forces, thermodynamics, and

magnetism, and important biological techniques are also discussed within this context,

such as gel electrophoresis and fluorescence microscopy. A detailed appendix provides

further discussion of the mathematical concepts utilized within the book, and numerous

exercises and quizzes allow readers to test their understanding of key concepts. This book

is invaluable to students aiming to improve their quantitative and analytical skills and

understand the deeper nature of biological phenomena.

Christof M. Aegerter is a professor of physics at the University of Zurich. He has extensive

research experience in biological and soft condensed matter physics, specifically bioimag-

ing and the dynamics of biological growth. He currently teaches a course for first-year

biology students, demonstrating introductory physics with examples from the biological

sciences.
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Preface: How to Use This Book

This book grew out of an introductory lecture for first-year biology students at the

University of Zurich that I have been giving for a couple of years. The entire material

covered in the book I would teach in a year-long course (28 weeks of term) with three hours

of lectures per week. Given the fact that physics is a prerequisite for biology students, which

is usually not very popular, I have started to gradually change the standard curriculum of

the introductory physics class by introducing the same concepts on biological examples

and in this way also give insights to these biological problems that would not be covered

in a biology class. In this way, the course is tailored to biology students in that the basic

goal of the course actually is to gain an understanding of biological systems and common

techniques in biology, which just happens to introduce all of the concepts usually also

introduced in a basic physics course. This however does not mean that the physics is

treated less rigorously or less quantitatively. In order to actually reach an understanding

of the biological problems, a fully quantitative description of the processes and thus the

introduction of the corresponding concepts need to be provided, which is why the course

and the book are unapologetically quantitative where needed.

This is mirrored in the fact that biological research is currently becoming ever more

quantitative, and as it happens, the methods used in such a quantitative treatment of

biological problems are often more complex than what is usually treated in an introductory

course. This is the reason that the present book contains advanced mathematical tools such

as differential equations, Fourier-series, and statistics, which are used early on. All of these

tools are, however, introduced in a very applied fashion on examples directly stemming

from biology, such that their use can be immediately grasped. In addition, there is an

appendix describing all of the basic concepts used, and this may be useful to turn back

to or to study in advance to make sure all of the needed concepts are understood. One

further reason for the use of mathematical descriptions throughout is that, when we are

trying to understand the workings of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or how patterns

form during embryogenesis, there is often a deeper level of understanding that we can

gain by a mathematical treatment, such that we can make definite predictions. However,

a qualitative understanding can be obtained without following any of the derivations, and

often the result can even be guessed at by an understanding of the relevant parameters

determining the behavior of a system. This can be seen throughout the book where in

almost all instances a qualitative understanding of problems in terms of proportionalities

and power-law dependencies is obtained from an understanding of the basic physics that

determines the question at hand. In fact, the initial chapters introduce the tools of such a

qualitative description in terms of scaling laws and dimensional analysis. Sections that go
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x Preface: How to Use This Book

beyond the basic treatment, sometimes even of an introductory physics class for physics

majors, are marked with an asterisk (*). However, given the nature of biological problems,

these sections tend to be biologically even more interesting, concerning subjects such as

population dynamics, blood flow, the conduction of nerve signals, or the properties of

biomolecules or the cytoskeleton and electrophoresis. While the treatment of this needs

some more advanced mathematical tools, these sections are still interesting to biologists

for their conclusions regarding the biological problem at hand.

Given the importance of biological problems and physics-based methods used in biology,

the order in which subjects are introduced does not follow the standard canon of an

introductory physics class. Given the great importance of optical phenomena, in particular

scattering and microscopy as biological tools, and vision, coloration, and navigation by

the polarized sky as biological problems, we start with a discussion of waves, oscillations,

and optics after an introductory chapter laying the foundations of why physics is important

and how quantitative tools can help making predictions. This grasps the imagination of

biology students from the beginning. Therefore, when it is time to discuss mechanics, heat,

and electrical phenomena, the students already know that this is going to be important.

In addition to biological problems, some important biological techniques, such as gel

electrophoresis, fluorescence microscopy, MRI, and mass spectrometry are discussed in

detail in the context of the corresponding physics concepts, in order to get biology students

to understand the basic principles behind them and therefore make them appreciate what

these experimental methods can and cannot do. In places, the text goes further than

a usual introductory physics course, where it is biologically relevant. Thus there is an

introduction to statistical physics, soft matter, viscoelasticity, nonequilibrium and nonlinear

dynamics, as well as pattern formation, all of which have direct applications in biology.

These typically are the final sections with an asterisk of the corresponding chapter on heat,

mechanics, elasticity, or fluid dynamics. In all of this, it is important to not only study the

theory but to solve problems oneself. Therefore, every chapter closes with problem sets,

including basic qualitative questions and more advanced problems directly describing an

interesting biological question. Solutions for these problems are available for download at

www.cambridge.org/aegerter
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